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Summary
This management plan describes the physical and biological characteristics of Blackheath Common,
its history and value for recreation. A vision for the future of the common is presented with
management aims followed by a rationale and actions to achieve each aim. More information is
given as background to a summary of management actions by compartment in each year 2015-2024.
Appendices give information on rights of way, Registration compartments of the Common, SSSI map
and designation details, and detailed management prescriptions for each compartment.
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helpful in putting together this plan.

Site description and physical features
Location
Blackheath Common (Grid ref TQ 037 459) is approximately 5km S-E of Guildford, Surrey in the
Parish of Wonersh The site surrounds the village of Blackheath and is divided into four areas by the
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roads which lead to and from the village. This management plan only refers to the area managed by
Waverley Borough Council (WBC). The other land owners are the Albury Estate (34.5ha) and the
National Trust (7.5ha).

Tenure
Blackheath Common (101 ha) was leased to Waverley Borough Council for a fifty year term from
2004. The Blackheath Cricket Club has a separate lease of the cricket ground. The Albury Estate has a
right of vehicular access along bridleway 302. The Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust has a
ten year Management Agreement from 2015 with the Borough Council under which it manages 14
ha of the Common. The Common is managed by WBC under a ten year Higher Level Stewardship
Agreement entered into for ten years from 2013. All relevant documents are held at the Ranger’s
Offices. Compartment 16 has been summarised in the individual compartment sheets for
completeness but management here is not part of this plan. However, the location of the village of
Blackheath in the centre of the common has been considered in all aspects of this plan.
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Other rights
Public rights of way are shown and described in a report1 attached as Appendix I to this plan. With
the exception of small lengths of public footpath in the north of compartments 13 and 14, all PROWs
are bridleways. There is also an extensive network of unofficial paths.
It is now recognised that the whole of Blackheath Common is open to both pedestrians and horse
riders for air and exercise by virtue of a deed of declaration made under the 1925 Law of Property
Act. There is also a Scheme of Regulation under the Commons Act 1899 under which the site is
covered by bylaws (Appendix 3). The existence of the earlier access deed means that access under
the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 does not apply, including the restrictions listed under
Schedule 2 of that act. In the past, bridleways have been marked with blue topped posts and an
agreement reached with local horse riders for additional permissive routes.
The site is a registered common containing three register units. Commons rights are listed in Table 1.
No rights of grazing are exercised.

1

Panter, C. & Underhill-Day, J. C. 2015. A footpath and bridleway survey at Blackheath Common, Surrey.
Unpublished report to Waverley Borough Council.
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Table 1. Commons rights on Blackheath Common leased by WBC
Name
Holly Hedge,
Blackheath
Derry Hill,
Blackheath
Frith Cottage,
Blackheath

Bramfell,
Blackheath

Little Orchard
and Top
Cottage,
Blackheath
Luesdon,
Wonersh

CL 7
The right of estovers over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
To graze 2 horses or cows and to exercise
the right of estovers over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
The right to graze 2 horses and 2 cows
together with the right of estovers & the
right of turbary over the whole of the land
comprised in this register unit
The right of pasture for 2 horses and 2
cows together with the right of estovers &
the right of turbary over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
The right of pasture for 2 horses and 2
cows together with the right of estovers &
the right of turbary over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
The right of grazing for up to 3 horses and
the right to allow up to 30 bantams to rove
and the right of estovers and the right of
turbary over the whole of the land
comprised in this register unit

CL179

CL296

The right to graze 2 horses and 2 cows
together with the right of estovers & the
right of turbary over the whole of the land
comprised in this register unit
The right of pasture for 2 horses and 2
cows together with the right of estovers &
the right of turbary over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
The right of pasture for 2 horses and 2
cows together with the right of estovers &
the right of turbary over the whole of the
land comprised in this register unit
The right of grazing for up to 3 horses and
the right to allow up to 30 bantams to rove
and the right of estovers and the right of
turbary over the whole of the land
comprised in this register unit

Blatchfield,
Blackheath

Right of pasture for 2 cows, 2 horses and
40 head of poultry and right of pannage for
2 pigs and the right of estovers over the
whole of the land
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Statutory Designations
Blackheath Common was designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1987 for its wildlife.
The SSSI extends to 143ha (353acreas). The map and designation are shown in Appendix 3 and
details of other designations are held at the WBC ranger’s offices. Blackheath Common also sits
within the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, designated for its nationally important
landscape character and is part of the green belt. It also lies within Nitrate Vulnerable Zone 453,
designated to meet the requirements of the EC Nitrates Directive. There are no Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Monuments on Blackheath Common although parts have been identified as Areas of High
Archaeological Potential. Blackheath Village Conservation Area appears to be completely outside
the WBC Blackheath Common ownership boundary.

Maps and aerial photographs
The area is covered by OS 1:25,000 (NO 126), 1:50,000 (OS 186) and 1:50,000 OS sheet 285) maps
and OS Sheet 6 in the soils series. The earliest aerial photo located so far dates from 1948, and there
are further aerials dating from the early 1990s. There are also some early slides and photos. These
are all held at the WBC ranger’s office. A further extensive archive of early photos is held in the
village archive2 .

Part of 1948 aerial photo showing mostly open heathland with large areas of sand and gravel
following WWII military use of the common

2

http://www.blackheathvillagearchive.com/#!gallery/c1pwt
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Geology and Topography
Blackheath Common occupies a plateau and slopes between the valleys of two westward flowing
streams – the Tillingbourne to the north; and Darbyn’s Brook (which joins Cobblers Brook) to the
south. Both of these streams feed into the River Wey. There is a further narrow valley which abuts
the western boundary of the Common, with a stream flowing south. The land rises to a high point of
116m at the War Memorial to the north of the site and down to 85m on the western and southern
boundaries.
Blackheath is situated on the Folkestone Beds of the Lower Greensand which were formed during
the Lower Cretaceous Period. The Folkestone Beds “consist of loosely consolidated quartzose sands,
including deposits of clean, white silica sand3.”The Lower Folkestone Sands found at Blackheath
overlie the Hythe Beds and are generally of finer sand than the Upper Folkestone Sands.

Hydrology
Blackheath Common is a very dry site with no open water or running streams. There are a few small
areas where drainage is impeded and moisture is retained through the year, for example in
compartment 12 where purple moor-grass is the dominant plant in a fire break; and at the bottom
of the slope at the southern edge of compartment 6, at the top of a small valley leading into The
Hallams.

Soils and vegetation
The soil structure is light, sandy and freely draining4. The soil is very acid and probably attributable
to the Shirrell Heath 2 soil association 0631d5. There are stands of mature broadleaved woodland,
particularly around the village, and on the slopes to the west of the common (compartment 2)
where brown earth soils have developed.
The vegetation of Blackheath Common is principally lowland dry heathland and pine/birch
woodland. There are small areas of lowland acid grassland, both dry and humid, and small areas of
deciduous woodland, mainly of oak, beech and sweet chestnut.
The heathland has ling and bell heather, with bracken and bilberry. Wavy hair-grass is abundant and
dominates in areas, while dwarf gorse and European gorse are constant.

3

Geology of Surrey in Relation to Mineral working. Surrey Minerals local plan.
Described as consisting of “of humo-ferric and stagnogley podsols”
5
http://www.landis.org.uk/services/soilsguide/mapunit.cfm?mu=63104
4
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The National Vegetation Classification community is H2 Heather – dwarf gorse dry heathland. The
H2b sub-community has constant Bracken and Bilberry and this would appear to be the main
vegetation of the heathland areas of Blackheath. Areas of heathland without bilberry or bracken,
dominated by ling would fall into the H2a sub-community, also indicated by the presence of several
species of Cladonia lichen and red fescue.
Areas of pine and birch woodland on the plateau heathland areas are best described as W16 Oaksilver birch - wavy hair-grass community mostly the W16a typical sub-community. Stands of bilberry
under the trees indicate a move towards W16b bilberry sub-community. Stands of mature pine,
mature birch, and regenerating pine and birch would also best be described as W16 woodland.
On deeper soils, small stands of other woodland types occur, including W10 Oak-bracken-bramble
woodland, and possibly W15 Beech-wavy hair-grass community.
There are small stands of lowland acid grassland – the main one being U2a Wavy hair-grass
grassland, with smaller areas of U4 Sheep’s fescue – common bent – heath bedstraw grassland, and
one small patch of dry M25 Purple moor-grass grassland.

Landscape
Blackheath Common lies within the Wealden Greensand National Character Area. The Common is a
mosaic of mature pine and birch woodland, with areas of gently undulating open heathland. There
are also small areas of deciduous woodland along the southern and parts of the western edge, as
well as around the village.
The high point of the site is 116m above sea level where the war memorial is situated. In common
with the post war situation on many other heathlands, the encroachment of trees and scrub has
reduced the former extensive views from the high point over the surrounding countryside
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Site description – Cultural Heritage
Historical and Past Land Use
Lowland heathlands such as Blackheath Common originated in the Neolithic or Bronze age, following
clearance of the Holocene forest by early farmers. These early forest soils were lost through a
combination of grazing, cultivation and fire, leaving very infertile acid soils. These soils were so poor
that they were slow to be colonised by shrubs and trees, although clearance for further cultivation,
firewood and grazing on all but the driest heaths would have helped prevent this succession.
Roman pottery and weaponry recovered from the site indicates Roman usage and the nearby Farley
Heath Romano-British temple and pottery kiln indicates that the Romans were present and using the
nearby heathland.
It is probable that the convergence of ancient boundaries was at Rosemary Hill at the junction of
four parishes and this emphasises the importance of Blackheath Common in the Hundred of
Blackheath, which existed as far back as Saxon times. This is now the location of the war memorial.
A map from 1806 (Budgen) shows a larger Blackheath common (c 170 ha), contiguous with Farley
Heath to the south east with virtually no woodland on the Common and mostly farmland on
adjoining land. The village of Blackheath was created by squatters in the 1830s and their rights were
established by 1860
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The Common was the scene of a famous military exercise in 1864 to encourage the formation of
volunteer militia. A mock battle (with live ammunition) took place with a grandstand erected on
Rosemary Hill and tents erected near the cricket ground for the public. At this time the common
appeared to be largely open heathland.
View from near the cricket ground towards Rosemary Hill. (From the Illustrated London News 1864).

Subsequent large scale ordnance survey maps show the area of common to the north of the village
remaining as open heathland up to the beginning of the Second World War, through a combination
of cutting, burning and grazing. Goats were still being grazed on the common in the 1930s, but war
time requisitioning excluded grazing animals and these were not re-introduced after the war. The
1965 1:10,000 Ordnance Survey map shows that scrub and tree encroachment had already rapidly
developed in those 20 years since the Canadians had used the common for military vehicle parking.
Surrey Heathland Project became involved in the management of the common in the 1980s and the
current lease dates from 2004 / The Common is managed by a ranger employed by the Council. Part
of the site, where sand lizards have been introduced, is managed by the Amphibian and Reptile
Conservation Trust.

Archaeology
Surrey County Council has identified Blackheath as an area of considerable archaeological potential.
Of particular interest at Blackheath is the timing of the establishment of the heathland and evidence
13

for early prehistoric activity in the form of Mesolithic and Neolithic flints. There is also at least one
Bronze Age barrow on the heath and some evidence for later Bronze age burials.
Excavations at the neighbouring Hallams in the 1890’s discovered Mesolithic microliths and early
Bronze Age burial urns, one of which was discovered in a small mound. A middle Bronze Age axe
was also discovered in the same locality.
At nearby Farley Heath is a fine Romano-British temple and finds of Roman pottery and weaponry
have been recovered from Blackheath.
There are also several banks and ditches on the common, possibly of medieval date.
An archaeological survey for the common has not been carried out. Such a survey would be a
valuable addition to site information.

Public access and use
There is full public access on foot over all parts of the common under a revocable deed of access
made under section 193 under the Law of Property Act 1925 and under a subsequent high court
decision a right of access on horseback over all parts of the common also. A scheme of regulation by
Hambledon RDC under the provisions of the 1899 Commons Act was entered into in 1950. This
allowed the Council to carry out some management on the common and make bylaws to control
activities thereon.
The common is heavily used and much valued by the public for walking, dog walking, horse riding
and other outdoor pursuits such as cycling, jogging and observation of wildlife. There is a network of
formal rights of way and permissive bridleways. There are two car parks.

Site Description – Biological Interest
Overview
Blackheath Common SSSI is nationally important for its heathland habitat and for the wildlife that
heathland supports. The characteristic and special heathland wildlife at Blackheath includes not only
the heathland habitats which are scarce fragments of formerly much more extensive heathlands in
S-E England but also birds such as Nightjar, Woodlark and Dartford warbler; the heathland
butterflies silver-studded blue and grayling; and specialist heathland beetles, bees and other
invertebrates. Following its successful re-introduction, the site now also holds the rare sand lizard.
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Protected Species
Nightjar, Woodlark, Dartford Warbler, sand lizard and their habitats are protected under European
Law6 . They are also protected under UK law7, affording them strict protection from killing or
disturbance. All species of bat are also strictly protected under EU law.

Rare, Threatened and Local Species
Blackheath Common supports a variety of rare, threatened and local species in addition to the
protected species mentioned above. Stonechat, redstart, woodcock and tree pipit are all present on
the Common. Common lizard, slow worm, grass snake and adder have been recorded.
The open heathland supports a number of endangered invertebrates, including the spider Oxyopes
heterophthalmus and the heathland beetle Lomechusoides strumosa, which is associated with the
nests of ants. The scarce bright moth Lampronia fuscatella is found at Blackheath and is associated
with birch scrub, where the larvae form galls on birch twigs. Green hairstreak and white admiral
butterflies have also been recorded.
55 species of spider have been recorded on Blackheath, including the Red Data List (Vulnerable)
heathland spider Oxyopes heterphthalmus. Notable species include Aelurillus v-insignatus, found on
barer parts of the heath, Marpissa muscosa, Zilla diodia and Philodromus collinus which is restricted
to the south-eastern side of England.
Rare Beetles include Lomechusoides strumosa,
and Dinarda dentata a Notable rove beetle
associated with the nests of ants, the ground beetle Pterostichus angustatus which is found on burnt
heath and the squashbug Spathocera dahlmannia which feeds on sheep’s sorrel (Rumex acetosella).
Red Data List (Notable A) species include the solitary bees Andrena argentata, which nests on the
edge of disturbed sand and Nomada baccata; and the ground bug Rhyparachromus pini. Red Data
List (Notable B) species include the solitary bees Andrena bimaculata and Dasypoda altercator, and
other Red Data Book species include the solitary bee Lassioglosum brevicorne

Heathland
Blackheath Common supports dry heathland with ling, bell
heather, bracken and dwarf gorse. In places bilberry is
abundant, particularly under stands of conifer. The
heathland includes areas rich in bryophytes and lichens.
Areas of open heathland occur mainly to the south of the
village and in the ARC reserve area. North of the village
there are smaller pockets of open heathland, with plentiful
bracken. Open heathland has been maintained around
Rosemary Hill.

6

Directive 2009/147/EC 2009. Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds. Directive 92/43/EEC 1992.
Conservation of natural habitats of wild fauna and flora.
7
Schedule 1 of the Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations (England) (2010)
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Lowland Acid Grassland
Where heathland has degenerated, sometimes due to heather beetle, or following clearance of
scrub and conifers, lowland acid grassland has developed. This is mostly dominated by Wavy hairgrass and there are small stands of this community particularly to the south eastern and north
eastern parts of the Common. Smaller stands occur elsewhere along path edges. These stands can
include areas of open ground supporting annual plants. These areas are important for invertebrates,
including solitary bees.

Conifer Woods
Conifers were originally planted at Blackheath in the mid-19th century; grazing, cutting and fire
would have prevented them from colonising the open heathland before this time. Photographs
indicate that heathland remained mostly open until after the Second World War. At this point selfsown conifers became established on the common and these developed over the last 70 years until
they covered a substantial area of the Common. Some of these stands have recently been felled or
thinned during winter 2014/15.There are still mature stands of Scot’s pine with some other conifer
species. Dense stands of mature conifer have a limited understorey and ground flora, though there
are large areas of Bilberry under mature Scot’s Pine.

Broad-Leaved Woods
There are some small areas of broad-leaved woodland on
Blackheath Common, notably to the north of the village,
where there are some quite ancient boundary trees
north-west of the former pub. There is quite a large area
of broad-leaved woodland comprising sweet chestnut,
oak and beech on a steep slope to the western boundary
(compartment 2) and a smaller area runs along the
southern boundary of the Common (compartment 5).

Veteran Trees
There are some notable trees on the common which may qualify as veteran trees. A large oak and
holly occur on a boundary bank north of the old pub in the village. There is also a large oak on a
boundary bank on the western side of compartment 7 at the bottom of the slope. This bank is shown
on the 1807 maps and is possibly mediaeval.
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Aims and actions
The following paragraphs set out a vision for the common for the future with aims, rationale and
actions for each of the major habitats and issues. These actions are translated into a work
programme in a later section, divided into habitat management and other management and liaison
work. A separate stand-alone fire plan has been prepared for the heath and further details of this
are available from Waverley BC.

Vision
Blackheath Common is a visually rich mixture of predominantly open heath with a mosaic of scrub,
acid grassland and deciduous and coniferous woodland with fine open views across surrounding and
distant countryside. It has a rich array of wildlife including specialist heathland species within a range
of suitable habitats and free from damaging disturbance. It remains a favourite destination for local
residents and others who continue to support the management of the common as a nationally
important site for wildlife and a valuable local recreational and educational resource. The Common
has suitable access facilities and a well maintained and comprehensive network of well used paths,
catering for the needs of all users. There is regular liaison between managers and local stakeholders,
and their representatives, a thriving volunteer network and a popular programme of local events
linked to the Common.

Aim -Maintain existing areas of open heath
Rationale
Lowland heathland has formed on light soils as the result of removal
of the original woodland cover and subsequent management by
grazing, burning and removal of turves, timber and other products
for rural use. Such uses have declined and without continued
management, heathlands will revert to woodland scrub and
bracken. Pine and birch trees produce copious seed every year so
there is a continual need to remove young trees to maintain open
heathland. Many of the areas of woodland have high value for
wildlife and amenity but the spread of scrub out from these wooded
fringes would, if unchecked, change the dry heath into secondary
woodland of much lower nature conservation value than heathland
(Cutting to break up even aged stand of heath, dealt with in the next
section will also help to control scrub).
Actions


Carry out a programme of birch control on heaths, removing or chipping cut material and
stump treat all cut stems where practical
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Carry out a programme of pulling and hand cutting pine seedlings on heaths. Leave a small
number of pines as replacement for mature pines and as a future feeding resource for
invertebrates and birds and as song posts for nightjars



Consult County Archaeologist on location and carry out an experimental turf cutting to
explore the viability of heather regeneration from the seed bank, reduce nutrient build-up
and re-create a heather dominated habitat from an area currently dominated by grass or
bracken



Coppice gorse brakes to create uneven aged stands for birds and invertebrates



Implement a bracken control programme using weed wiping or crushing to prevent heavy
bracken infestation



Carry out a tree thinning programme on heaths where tree density exceeds 10/ha

Aim-Extend existing open areas of heath
Rationale
Blackheath common was formerly more extensive and both the total area of the Common and that
part of the common which is lowland heath has been progressively reduced over the years as trees
regenerated or were planted on the open heath and areas were converted to houses and gardens.
Studies have shown that larger areas of lowland heath support a better representative diversity of
typical heathland plants and invertebrates than smaller areas.8 An increase in the area of lowland
heath will improve the likelihood of retaining typical heathland plants and animals on the SSSI. The
woodland which is cleared or thinned during winter 2014/15/16 will need follow-up measures to
prevent a rapid return to trees, bracken and scrub. However, complete restoration of former
heathland in its entirety is neither practical nor desirable as other considerations of landscape,
recreation and amenity need to be considered. The aim is therefore to enlarge the total heathland
area and size of heathland fragments, and reduce the fragmentation of the heathland elements
whilst retaining a mosaic of heathland, woodland and scrub on the site.
Actions






8

Cut back woodland and scrub vegetation extending onto edges of heathland areas where
remnant heathland vegetation and soils indicate that re-establishment of heathland will
result
Remove small stands of pine where it is identified that a seed rain onto adjoining heath is
creating constant scrub regeneration
Remove stumps and brash where feasible from areas where mature conifer forest has
previously been cleared, to restore to heathland

(Webb 1989, Webb & Vermaat 1990)
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Remove birch and pine regeneration from areas where mature conifer forest has previously
been cleared, to restore to heathland.



Remove pine and birch regeneration from areas that have been previously thinned to
encourage a heathy ground flora beneath open woodland



Where necessary, control bracken on areas of previously cleared woodland.

Aim-Maintain heather communities of mixed age
Rationale
Heather plants go through a number of phases as they age, often
with all the plants over substantial areas simultaneously in the
same phase as a result of controlled fire or cutting or wild fires.
Young plants in the pioneer phase provide an open community
with much bare ground, and as they age they develop a
continuous canopy with dark, humid conditions beneath and
copious flowers above. As they age the canopy breaks up and tall,
discontinuous vegetation develops. Each of these phases is
associated with different communities of typical heathland plants,
invertebrates and birds and maintaining a mosaic of different age
classes to attain maximum biodiversity usually requires active
management by cutting. This can achieve a marked reduction in
above-ground nutrients which is highly desirable on these
characteristically low nutrient heaths.
Actions


Carry out a regular programme of heather cutting to break up even aged heather stands
and re-start the heather regeneration and aging process



Prepare a phased cutting programme taking account of existing heather age and height
distribution and the needs of ground breeding birds



Carry out a public awareness programme.



Carry out an experimental turf cutting to explore the viability of heather regeneration from
the seed bank, reduce nutrient build-up and re-create a heather dominated habitat from an
area currently dominated by grass or bracken

Aim-Implement fire plan
Rationale
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Accidental or arson related fires (wild fires) are a particular hazard on heathland. In the past, large
heathland fires have destroyed the heathland vegetation across whole sites which have taken years
to recover. A large wild fire could eliminate whole populations of rare invertebrates or reptiles from
a site. Heathland fires also pose a threat to surrounding properties. A new fire plan was prepared
and implementation started during winter 2014/15. The continued annual implementation of the
fire plan together with a public awareness programme will be required. The fire plan is a separate
stand-alone document and details are held by Waverley Borough Council.

Actions


Protect new and existing heathland and existing woodland from fire by annual inspection
and maintenance of fire access points.



Carry out an annual programme of firebreak maintenance in accordance with the fire plan



Maintain regular contact with the fire and emergency services including participation in any
heathland fire-fighting exercises



Publicise the dangers of fire on heathland to the visiting public and encourage them to
report any fire with information boards and warnings of periods of high fire risk

Aim-Manage for scarce and rare habitats and species
Rationale
Heathland supports a large range of specialist heathland plants and animals, including birds, reptiles
and various invertebrates from moths to spiders and bees. Many species are of high conservation
concern because of their scarcity or restricted distribution. Most species will be accommodated by
the overall heathland management actions but some can be enhanced by special, localised
measures. Several species need bare sand for egg laying or nest burrows, including sand lizards and
solitary bees. Relying solely on paths and tracks for this feature is inadequate. Additional bare
ground can be provided in small-scale patches or strips but these should remain undisturbed, so care
must be taken not to encourage compaction by people, cycles or horses.
The provision of young heather/gorse/grass through the regular programme of cutting should cater
for a further range of species that requires young, sparse or short vegetation cover. This includes
silver-studded blue butterfly and woodlark. The more grass-dominated vegetation that follows in the
first year or two after cutting and especially burning will favour woodlark feeding. Birds are highly
vulnerable to disturbance, especially when prospecting for nest sites or nesting so any vegetation
management, or provision of bare sand, must avoid creating new access into undisturbed areas of
the heath. European gorse is not very frequent at Blackheath but it is a critical habitat requirement
for several birds including Dartford warbler, stonechat and linnet. Gorse bushes are not very longlived and will decline and die if unmanaged but will re-grow from cut stems if coppiced or burnt
before they become degenerate.
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Actions


Encourage the continued creation and maintenance of bare sand for reptiles carried out by
Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust.



Take advice from specialist invertebrate experts and create additional areas of bare sand for
invertebrates and the spread of reptiles on other parts of the site, particularly on southfacing slopes with the aim of maintaining and creating bare ground on at least 1% of the site



Maintenance of existing bare ground faces to be carried out in July



Carry out a survey and GPS all European gorse stands

Aim-Maintain existing areas of acid grassland
Rationale
Acid grassland is rarer habitat than lowland heath and is often associated with it. It supports a range
of specialist plants and invertebrates and is found on light soils in a range of conditions in which it
can compete with ericaceous vegetation. Acid grassland contains a number of early spring annuals
which flower and set seed before summer drought and a number of plant species which are
important as early and late flowering sources of nectar for insects. Acid grassland can tolerate
moderate levels of trampling but is taken over by coarse grasses when fertilised by dog waste.
Actions


Protect acid grass strips alongside identified lengths of path with remnant acid grassland
strips from excessive trampling by signs and/or short posts



Encourage dog owners to pick up after their dogs



Where coarse grasses are apparent, strim grass twice yearly

Aim-Maintain areas of deciduous woodland on better soils
Rationale
Deciduous woodland is an integral part of the mosaic of habitats at Blackheath and supports a
typical range of plants, animals and birds. It is valued by visitors as an interest feature in its own right
and for amenity and shade in summer. Old trees are particularly valued by visitors, have a special
cultural significance and can hold valuable lichen communities
Actions


Over the life of this management plan maintain a policy of active management in deciduous
woodlands.
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Encourage and police the retention of a strong dead wood element in deciduous woodlands.



Remove competing trees around old and veteran trees (“haloing”) to remove competition,
extend their lives and create more open conditions for lichens

Aim-Remove and prevent colonisation by alien invasive plants
Rationale
Many of the worst problems of invasive plants damaging valued habitats come from those species
that have been introduced. They tend to have few if any natural enemies and also support far fewer
dependent wildlife species. Some are especially difficult or expensive to control. Some were
introduced as ornamental shrubs and some as game cover including the familiar purple-flowered
Rhododendron ponticum, which is the main host of two recently identified fungus-like pathogens
Phytophthora ramorum and P. kernoviae. These can cause disease and death in a wide range of
woody shrubs and trees including many native and introduced broadleaved trees, garden shrubs and
ericaceous species such as heather and bilberry. A small number of plants such as Rhododendron,
laurel, and American rum cherry Prunus serotina are highly invasive, to the detriment of the native
flora and fauna
Actions


Carry out an initial and thereafter periodic assessments of invasive plant species on the site
and identify those that are spreading onto heathland or associated habitats



Follow a programme to eliminate all mature Rhododendron, American rum cherry and any
other identified invasive alien plants within three years, starting in 2016. Stump treat all cut
stems and remove or burn cut material and arisings



Institute a planned programme of follow up treatment to remove re-growth and seedlings
over a further three years, such that Rhododendron and American rum cherry are
completely eliminated from Blackheath by 2018



Initiate a programme to control and eventually eliminate any additional species found during
periodic assessments with priority given to those which are invading the heaths



Fly tipping of garden waste and all material will be monitored and appropriate action taken
against those undertaking such activity.
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Aim-Maintain a varied and extensive path network for users of the heath
Rationale
The path network is used, among others by walkers, dog
walkers, horse riders, cyclists and joggers. It needs to be
sufficiently extensive to cater for all these needs and to
allow different users to enjoy the heath without
bottlenecks or potential conflicts. At the same time,
areas of heath of sufficient size need to be protected to
create undisturbed habitat for wildlife, particularly
breeding birds. On the light soils of the heath, path
erosion will always be a problem particularly to wet or
sloping ground and a programme of annual path
maintenance is needed. Typical heathland plant
communities are adapted to the low nutrient status of
the light soils and any increase in nutrients allows
coarser vegetation to establish. Management will help to
reduce the nutrient inputs from airborne pollution but
on the ground, dog waste can be an important source of
nutrients locally.





Enter into a consultation through the PC on installing signs to indicate priority paths for
horse riders and pedestrians which could assist in reducing potential problems between
users
Discourage the creation of undesirable desire lines across open heath through appropriate
vegetation as part of other regular vegetation management
Encourage dog walkers to pick up after their dogs

Aim-Reduce potential disturbance to breeding heathland birds
Rationale
Intensive research has found that disturbance by humans and dogs can result in changes in the
distribution of breeding heathland birds, in failure to establish nesting territories, in nest failure and
reduced productivity. To avoid some of these effects visitors to heathland should be encouraged to
stay on the paths and control their dogs, particularly during the birds breeding season. In addition
one or more sanctuary areas could be established where there are ground nesting nightjars or
woodlarks during the bird breeding season by temporary closure of selected unofficial routes across
open heath. Additional information is required on the main locations of these two breeding species
and consultations with users would also be necessary before any scheme could be brought forward.
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Actions


Carry out breeding season surveys to determine the favoured areas for nesting nightjars and
woodlarks



Consult on the practicality of installing seasonal signage indicating temporary closure of
unofficial routes across the open heath to reduce disturbance to ground nesting birds during
the bird breeding season



Manage path-side gorse and heather to retain a barrier to movement off the paths by
people and dogs



Plan firebreaks and vegetation management so as to avoid encouraging new routes across
the heath



Encourage dog owners to keep their dogs on leads or under control on the paths during the
bird breeding season.

Aim-Conserve historical and archaeological features
Rationale
Because heathlands have mostly escaped the effects of modern agriculture, such as deep ploughing,
and represent landscapes with a long continuity of traditional management, they are unusually rich
in archaeological remains. These range from the more obvious features like tumuli to more subtle
traces such as worked flints or the evidence of turf cutting and pollen preserved in peat. Low
vegetation cover is a good protection for such features, preventing soil erosion, but more deep
rooted plants such as trees and scrub can damage the archaeology and put it at risk if the tree and
its root plate fall over. They also obscure the features and prevent appreciation of the ancient
landscape.
Actions


Consult with the County Archaeologist on the best measures to conserve archaeological
features on the site and if necessary ask for a walk-over survey to be conducted.



Based on this advice prepare a sensitivity map to be used to guide any special precautions to
be taken to protect historic or archaeological features during management work



Undertake any management work recommended by the County Archaeologist



Monitor the archaeological and historic features and take measures to prevent damage
through human activities
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Aim-Maintain and improve Local Engagement
Rationale
As well as having national nature conservation importance, Blackheath is also used for a variety of
informal recreational activities. Blackheath village sits in the centre of the common. Maintenance of
good contact and a working relationship with the local community including Parish Councils and
local societies for the well-being of the heath. Activities on the heath can also impinge on the
properties within and close to it. It is also essential that neighbouring landowners are engaged and
management of adjoining land, especially within the same SSSI, is where possible, co-ordinated
Information about the site and what is going on is very important for visitors either as on-site signs
etc. or local talks or news items in local news letters. Engaging with users should promote better
mutual understanding within and between groups and more often achieve a common solution.
Dog walkers are usually the largest user group on any heath, but there are particular problems for
engagement with this user group as they usually have no formal representatives. Contact between
rangers and dog walkers can be infrequent and volunteer dog wardening mostly by people who are
themselves dog walkers can encourage dog walkers to pick up and keep their animals under control
and on paths, especially in important nesting areas during the spring/summer bird-nesting season.
Actions


Continue to liaise with local community organisations



Continue to liaise with neighbouring landowners



Continue to liaise with statutory bodies particularly Natural England



Review all means of communication and information dissemination with visitors and local
people



Over time, review and renew signage on the site, both for permanent and temporary signs
with the objective of making this informative, consistent and recognisable



Continue to develop programmes for engagement with local communities through
literature, events and other means



Develop a clear policy and work programme for working with village volunteers as a
separate project outside this management plan



Organise an annual management walk on the heath to look at the past, present and future
management works during which the views of the local community will be recorded.



Engage with dog walkers and their representatives to inform them of the problems of
enrichment and disturbance



Liaise with dog walkers to better appreciate their views and requirements
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Promote a ‘dogs-under-firm-control policy’ over the site especially in important nesting
areas during the bird breeding season

Aim-Maintain site infrastructure
Rationale
Visitors respect a well maintained site and are more likely to co-operate with site managers in
keeping the area clean and tidy if site infrastructure is looked after and they are kept well informed
about management activities.

Actions


Maintain car parks, fences and other structures in good and usable condition



Maintain all notice boards and other information material and update as necessary



Continue to institute a comprehensive system of temporary signs to advise visitors of
ongoing management and other issues, and remove notices as soon as they are redundant



Advise visitors of the dangers of fire and the importance of maintaining fire access points
and fire breaks

Aim-Manage responsibly and carry out regular surveillance
Rationale
As site manager the Council will need to meet all their statutory obligations both to manage the site
for its wildlife and to ensure the well-being and safety of the visiting public. A policy on
encroachment by adjoining owners and occupiers will be developed on a Borough-wide basis and
will be applied to Blackheath as well as other commons managed by WBC.
Actions


Meet all requirements for statutory consents and approvals for work on the common



Carry out regular Health and Safety checks before undertaking specific management tasks
and ensure contractors, volunteers and staff have all necessary training, certificates,
insurances etc. and that risk assessments are in place



Follow H & S guidelines for warning the public during management activities on the site and
ensure that contractors or others working on the Common follow the same procedures



Continue to take steps to prevent undesirable activities on the Common and Village
environs that could pose a hazard to the wildlife interest or the visiting public.



WBC will not take direct action in relation to any encroachment which occurred historically,
in this case pre 2004 when WBC started its Lease. However WBC reserves the right to assist
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the Land Owner should they decide to take action. Any such cases of encroachment which
are demonstrated to be active since 2004 or occur in the present or future will be
investigated.


Monitor and take action where appropriate and possible against rubbish dumping

Aim-Carry out statutory duties
Rationale
There is a considerable body of legislation and case law applying to land, supplemented by
additional measures where that land is open to the public and designated for its wildlife interest.
Landowners have a duty to manage their land within these legislative constraints. At Blackheath the
main legislation relates to the designation of the site as an SSSI, the health and safety of the visiting
public and the interest of adjoining owners and occupiers.
Actions


Obtain agreement from Natural England for all management on the common, with particular
emphasis on the schedule of damaging operations for the site and the provisions of the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.



Be aware of the duties of landowners with respect to protected species under Schedule1
and 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), The Badgers Act 1992 and the
Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) Regulations1994. The species which are relevant at
Blackheath include all bat species, Dartford warbler, woodlark, sand lizard and badger



Be aware of legislation relating to water courses and the control and disposal of non-native
invasive plant species



Be aware of the duty of care to visitors and legislation relating to access including the Law of
Property Act 925 and the Equality Act 2011



Carry out at least annual (or more frequently if required) inspections of car parks, bridges,
gates, paths, signs and other facilities on the common and carry out any repairs or other
works to make them safe



Carry out at least annual (or more frequently if required) tree inspections for health and
safety and carry out any remedial works required



Be aware of rights and duties in relation to adjoining landowners and occupiers particularly
with respect to land drainage, overhanging trees and tree safety and boundary structures
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Aim-Carry out a programme of survey and monitoring
Rationale
Heathland habitat has been well researched and management is well understood. There is every
reason to expect that the actions outlined above will have the desired effects on the habitat and
species. Nonetheless, monitoring to ensure that the response of wildlife is as intended will be wise,
not least as the impact of climate change and atmospheric nutrient inputs may bring about
differences from the established patterns. There is also a need to properly record and store
information, so that others can see what has been done. This will become a resource for site
managers, supervisors and others wishing to understand what work is planned and what has been
achieved within set time scales.

Actions


Prepare an up-dated map of the vegetation communities on the heath to a minimum of
Phase I



Establish a fixed-point photographic record of the vegetation communities, particularly the
edges of dynamic communities which might be expected to change over time



Review the existing knowledge base for habitats and species and prioritise knowledge gaps
for future surveys



Carry out a survey of breeding nightjars and woodlarks in 2015/16



Review existing biological recording and prioritise this in accordance with the above
assessment



Monitor effectiveness of encouragement to control dogs during the bird breeding season
and to pick-up after dogs.



Using gap analysis, direct staff surveys, employment of specialists and volunteer effort into
prioritised areas



Review existing recording systems to provide mapped locations of key species linked to
records



Enhance the existing methodology to provide an accessible and user friendly system for
planning, recording and mapping management work for conservation and visitors on the
heath



Include in recording systems site liaison and other initiatives in connection with the site
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Work programme
Introduction to work programme
The attached work programme gives the proposed habitat management by compartment and year.
It is assumed that this management programme will run from 2015 to 2024, with the habitat
management component beginning in September 2015.
Details of each compartment are included as separate sheets (Appendix 5). On that part of the
common leased to ARC, the proposed programme of work includes general heathland management
but not specialist management for reptiles or amphibians on which ARC have expert knowledge. A
summary of all future habitat management work is attached as a master sheet for quick reference to
the proposed work in any one year across the whole site.
Other work relating to local liaison, visitor management, signage and access and estate management
is summarised below and included on a separate summary sheet.
Heathland management
Heathland is a rare and unusual habitat found on light, nutrient deficient soils. It is usually
dominated by heath but mixed with bell heather, cross-leaved heath and bilberry and a number of
characteristic grasses. There are usually significant areas of bare ground or open areas with mosses
and lichens. The mozaic of heather vegetation of different ages and heights together with bare
ground provides the right conditions for many rare and specialist invertebrates as well as reptiles like
sand lizard and ground nesting birds such as nightjar and woodlark. Clumps of European gorse
provide cover and food for further invertebrates together with stonechat and Dartford warbler.

Nightjars catch insects in flight at night and nest on the ground on heathland

Open heathland is constantly at risk from re-colonisation by trees, usually birch or pine, from
wildfires which can destroy large areas, and from inputs of nutrients (mostly nitrogen inputs from
the atmosphere) which can drive a change from heather dominance to dominance by grass and
bracken.
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Habitat management of heathland is therefore focussed on removing colonising birch and pine
scrub, preventing wild fires with firebreaks, removing nutrients and creating an uneven aged
vegetation mozaic by mowing patches of heather. Bracken also needs to be prevented from outcompeting the heather by periodic spraying or cutting and to maintain the right conditions for birds,
particularly the Dartford warbler, gorse needs to be coppiced every 12-15 years.

Without management, the open heath will rapidly revert to closed pine and birch woodland

Scrub management will vary with small sites being managed about every five years, or medium sites
with half being managed every three-five years and large sites with a third of the site being managed
every three years. The amounts to be managed and the precise timing will be a matter for site
managers as scrub regeneration, bracken colonisation and heather or gorse recovery from cutting
will vary in different parts of the site and management may need to more or less frequent
accordingly.

Old heather which is
mown soon regenerates.
This management lowers
the nutrient levels and
restarts the heather
growth cycle to create a
variety of vegetation ages
and heights for
associated plants and
animals.
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Pine Woodland
Where pine woods have been clear felled or
thinned during winter 2014/15 and 2015/16
follow up work to remove regenerating
birch and pine and treat bracken has been
included in work programmes, generally
after eight years from initial clearance or
thinning, although time scales may need to
be changed on different parts of the site
where regeneration is more rapid or slower.
On most of the thinned areas a further
thinning is proposed at the end of the
current management plan. Fringes of trees
have been kept where pine woodland abuts the roads crossing the common.
Deciduous woodland
Most of the deciduous woodland is a mixture of birch and oak with area of sweet chestnut, beech,
holly and a few other species. Natural climax woodland on the deeper soils at Blackheath is probably
oak woodland with a holly understorey. Regeneration of holly and subsequent growth may in places
be dependent on the level of deer grazing. As the woodland develops the shorter lived birch will
naturally thin, leaving the oak and holly. Where older oaks are found some thinning or “haloing” may
be needed to improve the light available and reduce competition. This needs to be carried out over
several years. Where it exists, a woodland fringe will be left alongside roads.
Alien Plants
Rhododendron plants are scattered across parts of the common and
there are garden escapes such as the cultivated yellow dead nettle, and
forestry introductions such as American rum cherry. These alien plants
can be highly invasive, choking out native plant species and providing
little or no feeding or other resources to native fauna. Rhododendron
and Yellow dead nettle have been included in the management plan,
but an assessment needs to be made of the extent of American rum
cherry.
A fuller summer survey to locate all areas infected by invasive plants is
required followed by a planned programme of elimination to start as
soon as possible. Where noted, Rhododendron and other invasives have
been included in compartment work programmes beginning in 2016
with a two year follow up period to remove or treat plants missed by
the main programme. Much of the survey work and subsequent
removal could be carried out by volunteers.
Local liaison
The common is heavily used by walkers, dog walkers, joggers, horse riders, cyclists etc. and
concerns about potential conflicts between different uses were raised during the public
consultation, and the site is also important for wildlife, some of which, particularly ground nesting
birds which are easily disturbed.
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Regular local liaison will be needed to resolve any day-to-day problems but in the longer term an
agreement with local users for setting some priority routes for horse riders and pedestrians could
also be a useful way of resolving difficulties. Such priority routes would encourage use by either
riders or pedestrians but would not restrict them only to these routes. These measures would not
affect cyclists who are confined to the existing bridleways.
The common is criss-crossed by numerous paths and is fairly heavily used by pedestrians, riders, dog
walkers and others. There is considerable scientific evidence that ground nesting birds on heathland
can be disturbed by people and dogs resulting in failure to settle and breed or delayed breeding,
nest failures and poorer productivity. The specialist heath land birds on the common could benefit
from the establishment of a summer sanctuary area by the creation of a larger undisturbed area of
heathland through temporary summer closure of a few paths. The possibility of establishing such an
area should be discussed with local users once the location of the specialist breeding birds has been
established with a survey in 2015/16.
A good starting point to encourage greater inputs to work parties could be the proposed removal of
alien invasive plants from 2016.
Annual liaison to be undertaken with the local community could be via a pre-advertised attendance
at a Parish Council meeting and more generally with commons users via an advertised drop-in day or
a less formal but pre-advertised attendance such as a ranger in the car park on a set day or at set
times every three months, or attendance at a local event such as a village fete for example.
Signage
It is important that the existing signage is assessed and if necessary replace/repaired or reinforced.
Necessary signs are bridleway signs (the responsibility of the County Council Highway department),
signs restricting cyclists to bridleways and general information about routes across the common,
together, if agreed with a priority route network.
Other signage could include priority routes (see above), advice to cyclists on the bridleway network,
advice to dog walkers on picking-up and controlling loose dogs during the bird breeding season, the
dangers of wild fires, health and safety issues (e.g. climbing on log piles) and future events.
These matters can be covered by interpretation boards in both car parks to inform the public of their
rights and responsibilities, give information about the common, both generally and in more up-todate form (e.g. breeding birds in spring, butterflies seen in summer) inform about ongoing
management (e.g. scrub clearance or tree felling or path maintenance), and show any marked routes
with their colour codes and lengths

The tables below summarise the proposed programme of habitat management and community and
visitor engagement together with estate management and monitoring over the next ten years. In
some cases the timing reflects an assessment of likely management needs but this may prove to
need amendment. For example, scrub clearance has been phased according to the rate of scrub
growth currently seen following previous clearances, but future scrub growth may be faster or
slower than this and site staff will need to use their own expert judgement on the need for specific
management in particular compartments in each year.
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Work Programme
Table1. Schedule of habitat and related management in each compartment 2015-2024 (Compartment numbers and boundaries are shown on Map 1 at
the start of this report and above in Map 2)
Year
Habitat

Action-(with timing by month)

Lowland Dry Heath

Acid grassland
European gorse
Bracken

15

16

17

18

Remove scrub (Oct-Mar)

6,10,
11,

7,

1,2,3,
5,

6,8,12
14,15

6,7,13

2,10,
11,13,

6,8,14

Cut 12.5% by area (Oct-Mar)

11,

6,7,

2,3,8,
12,13,
2,

5,14,
15,

11,

10,6,7

Experimental turf stripping (Oct-Mar)
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former
felled or thinned woodland (Oct-Mar)
Reduce density of larger trees to 10/ha
(Oct-Mar)
Maintain firebreaks (April-May)
Take advice and create further areas of
bare sand on open heathland across site
(Oct-Mar)
Remove scrub (Oct-Mar)
Coppice 30% gorse (Oct-Mar)
Control bracken (June-August)

19
20
21
Compartment numbers

6,7,8,
11,12
11,

Take back edge of invading woodland (OctMar)
Second thinning of previously thinned

23

24

3,5,7,

1,2,8,
10,11,
12,

8,14,

2,3,8,
12,

12,13,
14,15,

2,3,
8,9,13

6,7,

2,
2,3,7,
8,11,
14
10,11,

8,

2,3,7,
8,11,
14
1,2,
1,2,
1,11,

6,7,14

2,8,

6,7,15

9,

12,13,

2,3,7,
8,11,
14

10,11,

8,
2,

8,

6,7,15

12,13,
14
2,3,6,
7,8,9,
11,12,
14,15

Control bracken in felled/thinned areas
(June-August)

Pine woodland

22

1,
1,2,

9,

6,7,14
14

13,
6,7,11
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2,3,8,

Year

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

woodland (Oct-Mar)
Clearfell pine clump (Oct-Mar)
Leave woodland fringe alongside road
Retain “granny” pines

Deciduous and mixed
woodland

Archaeology and
historic features

General

Retain pines after final thinning
Remove rhododendron and follow up (OctMar)
Remove yellow dead nettle (any month)
Leave woodland strip alongside road
Take back edge of invading woodland (OctMar)
Second thinning of previously thinned
woodland (Oct-Mar)
“Halo” older oaks (Oct-Mar)
Take advice and create further areas of
bare sand on open heathland across site
(Oct-Mar)
Consult with County Archaeologist and
prepare sensitivity map (any month)
Using sensitivity map instruct and advise
contractors and other on valuable features
where damage is to be avoided
Monitor potential damage to features (any
month)
Identify significant strips of acid grassland
alongside paths and if necessary protect
with signs or short posts (any month)

23
12,

24
9,13,
15

5,
2,3,
7,8,
9,
11
10
1,3,4,
5,
1,

1,3,4,
5,

14,

1,

1,3,4,
5,

5,

1,15,
2,14,

14,
1,

√

2,3,14
2,3,7,
8,11,
14
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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2,3,14
2,3,7,
8,11,
14

2,3,7,
8,11,
14

√

Table 2. Community engagement, signage, estate management and survey and monitoring programmes in each compartment 2015-2024*
Year
Habitat
Community engagement

Action -(with timing by month)
Carry out a review of extent, depth and frequency of engagement
with local interests, stakeholders and organisations and set
appropriate levels of engagement in annual work programmes (any
month)
Annual liaison with the owner of the Common and neighbouring
landowners (any month) (any month)
Annual liaison meeting with Parish Council and other appropriate
organisations (any month)
Annual liaison with statutory bodies, e.g. Natural England,
emergency services (any month)
Annual user liaison (e.g. via drop-in, stall at local event, ranger in
car park etc.) (Mainly summer months)
Consultation with local users on designation of
bridleways/footpaths/priority routes (any month)
Consultation with local users on summer sanctuary area for ground
nesting birds (April-May)
Use events to liaise with dog walkers to better understand their
concerns and disseminate messages over dog control and picking
up and to promote peer dog wardening (any month)
Liaise with horse riders and local stables to better understand their
concerns (any month)
Annual liaison on priorities for repairs to access routes (August –
Oct)
Maintain and extend local work parties for management (any
month)
Input to local schools on commons/other users/wildlife/fires etc.
(any month)
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15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Compartment numbers
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Investigate whether there is a need to identify, communicate with
or licence professional dog walkers (any month)
Year
Signage

Estate management

Survey &Monitoring

Carry out a review of overall signage needed at Blackheath (any
month)
Liaison with County Council Highways to repair/replace/rationalise
fingerposts for bridleways (any month)
Liaison with County Council Highways on BW and FP
maintenance/repair (any month)
Signs asking cyclists to stay on bridleways (any month)
Signs in car parks and main access points asking dog walkers to
pick-up and take home and keep dogs under control and warning
on fire dangers (any month)
Commission and install priority route signs if agreed with
stakeholders (any month)
Commission and install interpretation boards in two car parks (any
month)
Install H&S signs as necessary (e.g.log piles, tree felling in progress)
(any month)
Carry out annual H & S inspection including trees (any month)
Carry out annual inspection for encroachments/dumping on
common and take appropriate action (any month)
Carry out annual inspection and if necessary, repairs to car parks
(Oct-March)
Carry out annual inspection and maintenance of main
paths/bridleways/signs (Oct-March)
Install two marked routes of different lengths for walkers who may
be unfamiliar with the site (any month)
Check and maintain Fire Access Points and routes (Oct-March)
Maintain and promote volunteer recording of wildlife, including
systematic fixed point photography, species surveys and surveys of
effectiveness of visitor education measures e.g. dogs under control
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√

√

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
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√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√

(any month)
Promote recording on site by specialist recorders particularly of
invertebrates April-September)
Commission a vegetation survey of the site including setting up
permanent transects to record future changes (May-August)
Year
Carry out survey of alien plants to inform management (April-June
and winter for evergreens)
Carry out survey for breeding nightjar, woodlark, Dartford warbler
(April-June)
Carry out survey for silver-studded blue and other butterflies
(June-July)
Carry out visitor survey to inform management (Summer and
winter)
Monitor occurrence of alien moss Campylopus introflexus on
reclaimed or managed heath and include management measures if
necessary (any month)
Review recording systems for mapped location of species and
future species records, liaison and visitor events (any month)
Review the need for further group or species studies and prioritise
to identify those which should be encouraged in the next five years
(any month)

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

Where there are ticks rather than compartment numbers the action referred to applies to all relevant compartments
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√

√

√

√
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Appendix 3
SSSI map and designation
County: Surrey Site name: Blackheath
Borough: Waverley/Guildford
Status: Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified under Section 28 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981
Local Planning Authority: Waverley Borough Council/Guildford BC
National grid reference: TQ 040 460 Area: 143.09 ha 353.59 acres
Ordnance survey sheet: 1:50,000: 186 1:10,000: TQ 04 NW & TQ 04 NE
Date notified (Under 1949 Act): - Date of last revision: Date notified (under 1981 Act): 1987 Date of last revision: Further information: Part of the site is owned and managed by the National Trust, and part is
managed as a public open space by Waverley Borough Council. This is a new site.
Reasons for notification:
Blackheath is an example of a formerly more extensive area of dry lowland heath and acid grassland
on the Bargate and Folkstone Beds of the Lower Greensand. The area of heathland has suffered a
40% decline in Britain since 1950, but at this site conservation management has maintained open
heath, and restored other areas which were becoming partially or totally shaded-out by Scots pine,
or birch scrub. The fauna includes a vulnerable heathland spider, a rare beetle, several uncommon
Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies) and a diverse community of breeding birds. The site is also
potentially of importance for reptiles.
The heathland is dominated by ling Calluna vulgaris with bell heather Erica cinerea, cross-leaved
heath E. tetralix and dwarf gorse Ulex minor. Among these plants there are dense growths of
bryophytes (mosses) and lichens, including Cladonia spp. On the eastern edge of Blackheath, the
heathland grades into acid grassland dominated by wavy hair-grass Deschampsia flexuosa with pill
sedge Carex pilulifera, common bent Agrostis capillaries, and heath bedstraw Galium saxatile.
Bracken Pteridium aquilinum is restricted to a few localities where it forms dense stands, although it
is widely distributed in the adjacent woodlands. In some areas gorse Ulex europaeus forms a mosaic
with ling and extensive areas of the heath have been invaded by seedling silver birth Betula pendula.
Parts of the site have reverted completely to deciduous woodland, comprised mainly of silver birch
and pedunculate oak Quercus robur, with scattered beech Fagus sylvatica and sweet chestnut
Castanea sativa. The woodland ground flora is largely dominated by bracken and bramble Rubus
fruticosus, with a mixture of heather and bilberry Vaccinium myrtillus. Woodland in the southern
part of the site also contains the rare moss Dicranum polysetum. The Scots pine Pinus sylvestris areas
support a sparse ground flora because of the dense shade cast, but where these trees have recently
been cleared, or burnt, heathland plants have rapidly recolonised.
The site supports populations of the vulnerable heathland spider Oxyopes heterophthalmus and the
rare beetle Lomechusoides strumosa, a species which is associated with the nests of ants Formica
species. A vulnerable moth Lampronia fuscatella occurs in association with birch scrub, whilst
several other uncommon moths and the silver-studded blue butterfly Plebejus argus have been
recorded from the site. The heathland supports populations of the commoner reptiles such as the
adder Vipera berus and common lizard Lacerta vivipara and a range of woodland and heathland
birds including nightjar, tree pipit and woodcock.
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Appendix 4-Work plan by compartment 2015-2024
Appendix 5 1

Compartment: 2
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No:2580 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 16 (pt) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 307, BW 307a, BW 307b
Description:
This is a large compartment to the west of Littleford Lane. Plateau heathland and acid grassland is bounded by mature pine woodland to the east and west,
but further west mature deciduous woodland with oak/beech/sweet chestnut/birch runs down a steep slope to the open grass farmland. Further north on
the western edge the deciduous woodland is younger and mostly birch with scattered oak. On the northern part of the compartment a larger area of heath
dominated by building and mature heather, with bell heather and scattered dwarf gorse and European gorse clumps, slopes down towards an area of scrub
and bracken on the edge of Blackheath Village and Blackheath Lane. Some birch and pine has regenerated on the heath which also includes an area of rank
acid grassland. On the plateau the heath and grassland appears as a wide ride covered in open short grass and pioneer heather with pine woodland both
sides which has been regenerating onto the ride sides together with some birch. There are three bridleways crossing the compartment and a network of
fairly narrow (1-2m) unofficial paths. There are some blue topped posts on and near the southern and western edges
Past management:
Cut and collect was carried out in 2014 on the main ride and the heath and both areas bracken sprayed during the summer 2014. Some pine has previously
been felled in the north-east. During winter 2014/15 an area of pine woodland on both sides of the ride is to be felled (1.05ha) and the main area of pine
woodland to the east of the ride, thinned (1.6ha).
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Ride with pioneer heather and HO1
Clear regenerating pine/birch from edge of ride
√
acid grassland
Lowland dry heath
Clear 30% regenerating birch/pine on open heath
√
√
√
HO1
Carry out experimental turf stripping within heath to
√
reduce nutrients and grass invasion
Cut 12.5% of main heath by area
√
√
Cut firebreak every other year
√
√
√
√
√
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Acid grassland
Remove regenerating pine/birch scrub
√
44

Gorse
Bracken
Pine woodland
Future Management:
Habitats:

Deciduous woodland

Coppice 30% of European gorse
Spray bracken on northern edge of heathland
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
Relevant
HLS Code

Management Actions
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
woodland
Leave pine strip alongside road
Cut back edge of deciduous woodland where this
Abuts main area of heathland
Halo any veteran trees suffering from competing
vegetation
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√

√
√
√
√

Year
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
√

√
√

√

Compartment: 3
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 2580 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 16 (part) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 307b
Description:
The compartment abuts Littleford Lane to the east and private woodland to the west. It narrows to a point in the south and abuts the ride system in
Compartment 2 to the North. Much of the area is covered with young pinewoods mixed with birch but with a central clearing covered in heather into which
mostly birch is regenerating but with pine in the north-west corner. There are some large patches of bilberry under the pine and in places scattered
Rhododendron bushes. A single bridleway crosses from east to west with a single blue topped post, and there are several unofficial paths with the main
path following the boundary north to south
Past management:
A small are on the western boundary was clear felled in 1997/98 and areas were bracken sprayed and material cut and collected by machine in summer
2014. An area of 0.51 ha of pine wood is to be felled, and an adjoining area of 0.66ha thinned during 2014/15 winter.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry Heathland
HO3/HO1
Clear 50% regenerating birch and pine scrub
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Pine woodland
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Leave pine strip alongside road
Tre/HO3
Thin main area of mature pine woodland
√
Deciduous and mixed
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
woodland
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Halo any veteran trees suffering from competing
√
√
vegetation
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Compartment: 4
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 9872 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 15 Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: None
Description:
A small compartment in the south-western corner of the main common steeply sloping down to Littleford Lane to the west. To the north the boundary is an
unmade road to residential properties adjoining the common. The area to the east of the road is covered with open deciduous or mixed woodland with oak,
birch and some mature pine. To the east of the compartment there is young birch wood with occasional oaks, some mature pine and a bramble
understorey. There are scattered Rhododendron bushes in the open woodland. There are no bridleways but a single deeply gullied footpath runs diagonally
across the compartment from the road.
Past management:
There are no records of past management in this compartment, and with one exception a continuation of the policy of non-intervention during the life of
this plan is appropriate
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Deciduous woodland
Remove Rhododendron and follow up check
√
√ √
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Compartment: 5
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 9872 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 15 (pt) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 307b
Description:
This is a long thin compartment running east-west along the southern boundary of the common with residential houses and grounds to the south and
mostly open heathland on the common to the north. Most of the compartment consists of open birch woodland with occasional oak and beech, some
stands of mature pine and a largely bracken and bramble understorey. There is a scattering of Rhododendron. The latter gives way to open heathland
managed by the Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust (ARC) and along a path on the northern boundary of the compartment where birch is spreading
out from the woodland edge into the open heath. A square area of open heath within the compartment running up to the north east boundary is also
managed by ARC. A single bridleway runes from east to west along the length of the compartment and there are a number of un official paths through the
woods. There is path gulleying in places and some wet areas on the paths.
Past management:
The square of heathland has been kept open in the past but there are no details of this or other recent management.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heath
HO1/2
Clear all regenerating pine/birch on open heath (ARC)
√
√
Cut 12.5% heather (ARC)
√
Deciduous woodland
Clear woodland edge to open heath and path in
√
central north and north–east corner
Remove Rhododendron and follow up check
√
√ √
Pine woodland
Clearfell pine clump to south west corner of open
√
heath
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Compartment: 6
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 9872 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 15(pt) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 303
Description:
This is a large compartment in the centre of the main area of heathland on the common bounded by footpaths on all boundaries and with several unofficial
footpaths crossing the area. There is adjoining woodland to the south and south-west and open heath to the north-west and north-east. The path
along the north-eastern boundary is a bridleway. The open heath has areas of both pioneer and building heather with, in places, a good cover of
lichens, but in a number of areas there is extensive colonisation by birch with some pine. There are areas of bracken. In the centre of the
compartment is a small area of pine woodland (1.02ha) due to be thinned in winter 2014/15. The whole of this compartment is within the lease to
ARC who are responsible for its management.
Past management:
Past management has included woodland clear felling in 1989/90, 1997/98, 2004/05, 2007/08 and 2008/09. Most of the compartment was bracken
sprayed, and areas cut and collected by machine and the north-western two thirds birch spot sprayed in summer 2014. ARC has carried out specialist
management for reptiles. The small central woodland (1.02ha) will be thinned during winter 2014/15. Future management will depend partly on how
successful the 2014 summer management has been which will not be clear until spring 2015.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO2
Clear 30% regenerating birch and pine
√
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Reduce density of larger birch/pine on open heath to
√
± 10/ha
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
Pine woodland
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
√
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland where
√
√
spreading onto heath
Gorse
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving path√
√
side gorse
Bracken
HR5
Spray bracken
√
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Compartment: 7
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 8587 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 15 (pt) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: None
Description:
An open heathland compartment adjoining heath on the north-west and south-east boundaries and pine woodland to the north and south. The boundaries
are marked by footpaths with a short length of bridleway on the northern boundary, Littleford Lane to the east and a number of unofficial footpaths
crossing the compartment. The second car park is within the compartment. Most of the area is open dry heathland dominated by heather but with
regenerating pine and birch and pine woodland spreading out from the pine woodland edges. Some areas of heather are in the late mature stages and
there are areas of bracken and scattered European gorse bushes and clumps.
Past management:
Some areas of woodland on the south-eastern boundary were clear felled in 1989/90 and 1999/00. Most of the bracken was sprayed and the birch spot
sprayed on the open heath in summer 2014 with a small area cut and collected by machine. Pine woodland to the north of the car park (0.71ha) is to be
felled and an adjoining area (0.83ha) of pine woodland will be thinned 2014/15 winter.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Continue to clear 30% regenerating birch and pine
√
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Reduce density of larger birch/pine on open heath to
√
± 10/ha
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Cut firebreak every other year
√
√
√
√
√
Pine woodland
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland where
√
√
spreading onto heath
Gorse
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving path√
√
side gorse
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Compartment: 8
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 7, CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 3705 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 11 (pt) UnfavourableBridleway/Footpath Nos: BW303
recovering
Description: Compartment bounded by Littleford Lane to the west, Blackheath Village and the cricket ground to the north, mature pine woodland to the
east and open heath to the south. The southern half and the area to the west of the cricket field is open heath dominated by heather and with open
regenerating birch scrub. There are some substantial areas of European gorse adjoining some paths. Alongside the road and to the north is mature pine
woodland with some pine spreading onto the open heath. On the most northerly part there is mixed or deciduous woodland with a mixture of bare ground,
bramble or bracken understorey with some maintained grass strips behind houses. There are numerous unofficial paths and a single bridleway crossing the
compartment from the cricket ground to Blackheath Lane.
Past management:
No previous fellings have been recorded in this compartment but 1.05ha of pine woodland alongside the road is to be thinned during winter 2014/15. Birch
on the open heath was spot sprayed, bracken sprayed and a smaller are cut and collected by machine during summer 2014.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO2
Clear 50% regenerating birch
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Cut firebreak every other year
√
√
√
√
√
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Pine woodland
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland where
√
√
spreading onto heath
Thin pine woodland
√
Leave pine woodland fringe alongside road
Mixed and deciduous
Non-intervention
√
woodland
Gorse
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving path√
√
side gorse
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Compartment: 9
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 3705 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 11 (pt) Unfavourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW303
recovering
Description:
This compartment consists almost entirely of mature pine woodland With the village and cricket ground to the north and north-east and open heath on the
other three sides. To the immediate north it adjoins the main car park. A bridleway crosses the wood from east to west and there are several unofficial
paths, one of which exits the car park. The pine wood is spreading onto adjoining heath in the south-eastern corner
Past management:
There is no record of previous management but most of the pinewood (3.39ha) will be thinned during winter 2014/15.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO3
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Pinewood
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland where
√
√
spreading onto heath
Thin pine woodland
√
Retain older generation of “granny” pines
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Compartment: 10
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 7933 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 11 (pt), 8 (pt) Unfavourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 302, BW 252
recovering
Description:
This area has been felled in the past and is mostly open heath with, in places, dense birch and pine regeneration. Along the southern border there are large
stands of mature European gorse and to the north-west a small area of mature pine woodland. The compartment is bounded on all sides by paths with a
bridleway along the northern boundary connecting with the main car park, which is in the compartment.
Past management:
The northern half of the heath was clear felled from pine woodland in 2008/09 and 2009/10. The heath was bracken sprayed, spot sprayed for birch, weed
wiped and cut and collected by machine during summer 2014.The remaining area of pine woodland is due to be thinned during winter 2014/15.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO2
Continue to clear all regenerating birch and pine
√
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
Pine woodland
Leave remaining pines as feature
Gorse
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving path√
√
side gorse
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Compartment: 11
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 8 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 8 (pt), 14 (pt) Unfavourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 302, BW 303
recovering
Description:
In the centre of the common this compartment is bounded to the north, south and east by heathland and to the east by deciduous woodland under private
ownership. The northerly and southerly boundaries run along bridleways and a further unofficial path runs along the southern edge of the pinewood which
makes up most of the north-western area of the compartment with a strip of mature and degenerating heathland to the south, heavily infested with
regenerating pine with some birch and European gorse. There is a further area of mature heathland in the east, south of which is a birch wood with a dense
bracken understorey. A footpath runs down the centre of this wood which also contains a badger sett. The two areas of heathland contain good
populations of lichens with occasional dwarf gorse and bilberry and were formerly joined by an open heathland corridor, now in danger of being closed by
developing woodland.
Past management:
An area of pine woodland on the open heath to the south-east was felled in 1996/97, another area to the south in 1997/98 and the now heavily infested
heathland to the south was felled from pine woodland during winter 2004/05. The south-eastern area of open heath and a small area on the edge of the
pine woodland to the north were weed wiped during summer 2014, part of the southern heath cut and collected by machine and sprayed for bracken and
spot sprayed for birch in summer 2014. The remaining area of pine (1.9ha) will be felled and 0.1.56 ha of birch and pine thinned during winter 2014/15.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Clear all regenerating birch and pine on southern
√
√
heath
HO1
Clear regenerating pine and birch on eastern heath
V
√
Tre/HO3
Clear regenerating birch and pine to maintain
√
corridor between heaths
Cut 12.5% heathland on both heaths
√
√
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former
√
felled/thinned woodland
Reduce density of larger birch/pine on open heath to √
± 10/ha
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Deciduous woodland
Take back edge of adjoining birch woodland where
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Habitats:
Habitats:

Gorse
Bracken

Relevant
HLS Code
Relevant
HLS Code

spreading onto heath
Management Actions

Year
15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Year
√
15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Management Actions
Retain older generation of “granny” pines
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving pathside gorse
Spray bracken in former felled/thinned woodland
Spray or weed wipe bracken along woodland edge to
eastern heath
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√

√
√
√

Compartment: 12
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 7933 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 8 Unfavourable recovering
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 302, BW 232, FP 232a
Description:
This compartment is bounded by bridleways to the north and south with a short length of footpath to the north. To the north is private woodland and to
the south open heath and pine woodland. The compartment is open heath to the north and west with pine woodland to the east. Along much of the
northern boundary is a wide, cut firebreak, probably constituting the largest are of continuous pioneer heather on the common.
Past management:
Much of the open heathland derives from pinewood felling in 2006/07. Since then there has been some weed wiping of regenerating scrub, spot spraying
birch regeneration and bracken spraying in summer 2014 and the pine woodland (0.59ha) will be thinned during winter 2014/15
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Clear regenerating birch and pine
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Continue to maintain cut firebreak (half cut every
√ √
√ √ √
√ √ √
√ √
year)
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Pine woodland
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland where
√
spreading onto heath
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Compartment: 13
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 7933 (pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 8 (pt) Unfavourable recovering Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 232, BW 252, BW 302, FP 232a
Description:
This compartment is bounded by the main car park and bridleway to the south, by Blackheath Lane to the west, private dwellings to the north and open
heath to the east. It consists largely of open, mature pine woodland with some birch woodland and heathland to the west along the road.
Past management:
There have been no previous fellings or other management here, but the pine woodland will be thinned (3.21ha) during winter 2014/15
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Clear all regenerating birch and pine
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Pine woodland
Carry out second thinning of pine woodland
√
Cut or pull regenerating scrub in former felled/thinned
√
woodland
Mixed woodland
Take back edge of adjoining birch/pine woodland
√
√
where spreading onto heath
Bracken
Spray bracken edge in thinned woodland
√
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
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Compartment: 14
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 296, Cl 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 4436
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 7 (pt) Favourable
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 301, BW 232, BW 253
Description:
The compartment abuts Blackheath Village to the south, Blackheath Lane to the east and Sample Oak Lane to the West. T the north is open heath owned by
The National Trust. The northern part of the compartment is mostly pioneer heathland with dense regeneration of birch over parts but more open with
mature heather and gorse clumps rising up to the highest point on the common at The Monument. To the south-east there is mixed pine and birch
woodland which is spreading north onto the heath, with more mature oak/sweet chestnut/birch/holly woodland to the south–west.
Past management:
An area of mixed woodland was clear felled in the northern part of the compartment in 2005/06 where there is now open heath with dense birch
regeneration. Part of this area was weed wiped, spot sprayed for birch and sprayed for bracken in summer 2014. A strip of woodland was also cleared along
the north-western boundary in 1999/00. An area of mixed woodland (0.16 ha) set aside for felling, will be thinned during winter 2014/15
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Continue to clear 30% regenerating birch and pine
√
√
√
Cut 12.5% heathland
√
√
Assess and open up views from Memorial as part of
√
√
√
woodland/scrub management
Create bare sand areas for reptiles and invertebrates
√
√
√
Bracken
Spray bracken on southern woodland edge
√
√
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Mixed woodland
Tre/HO3
Take back edge of adjoining mixed woodland to
√
√
√
south-east to extend heath
Mature mixed woodland
Halo older oaks otherwise non-intervention
√
√
Gorse
Coppice 30% of European gorse scrub leaving path√
√
side gorse
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Compartment: 15
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 296, CL 179
HLS (RLR) Field No: 4349 (pt) 4436(pt)
SSSI Unit No. & Condition: 7 (pt) Outside SSSI (pt)
Bridleway/Footpath Nos: BW 253
Favourable
Description:
This compartment is bounded to the south-west by Sample Land and by Private dwellings and woodland to the north-east. To the north it abuts open
heathland owned by The National Trust and to the south-east by open heath and mixed woodland on the common, where the dividing line is a wide
bridleway. Most of the compartment is occupied by mature pine wood with deciduous woodland along Sample Oak Lane and a small area of open heath in
the North-eastern corner.
Past management:
A thin strip of woodland on the south-eastern boundary in the adjoining compartment was clear felled in 1999/00 and included the small area of heath in
the north-west corner of this compartment. On the heath, birch was spot sprayed and bracken sprayed during summer 2014. An area of 1.2 ha of pine
woodland will be thinned during winter 2014/15.
Future Management:
Habitats:
Relevant
Management Actions
Year
HLS Code
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Lowland dry heathland
HO1
Clear all regenerating birch and pine
√
Cut or burn 12.5% heathland
√
√
Pine woodland
Take back edge of adjoining pine woodland to extend
√
√
heath to the west
Bracken
Spray bracken on clear felled/thinned woodland sites
√
Deciduous woodland
Maintain deciduous woodland strip along Sample Oak
Lane
Pine woodland
Thin mature pine woodland
√
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Compartment: 16
Area (ha):
Commons Reg. Unit No: CL 7, CL 179, CL 250
HLS (RLR) Field No:
SSSI Unit No. & Condition:
Bridleway/Footpath Nos:
Description:
This area is not part of the SSSI or this management plan although it is part of the registered common. It consists mainly of road verges, ditches, access
tracks and other small areas of land around the village for which the Council have a maintenance responsibility. It is included here for completeness but is
managed under the Waverley Borough Council Grounds Maintenance contract.
Past management:
Future Management:
Habitats:

Relevant
HLS Code

Management Actions

Year
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
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